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Getting Rave Reviews
Spending too much time preparing and 
researching your medical malpractice cases?  
We have just the solution—and your peers 
and colleagues agree!  

LexisNexis® MedMal NavigatorSM is your  
single destination for preparing and  
researching your medical malpractice cases. 
The MedMal NavigatorSM interactive dashboard 
uses highly sophisticated technology to 
combine industry-leading medical and legal 
research content with a user’s case facts,  
helping attorneys quickly and easily:

 •  Access medical research information  
specific to their case

 •  Understand the medical issues  
and analyze the standard of care

 •  Locate the right expert for their case  
plus obtain the expert’s case history

 • Assess case value, and more! 

“There is no other product 

like MedMal Navigator on 

the market today that 

brings everything together. 

It’s comprehensive and  

covers every aspect of a 

medical malpractice case 

that I can think of. Once 

my firm saw the tool, the 

purchase decision was a 

no-brainer. Once you sit 

down and see the tool, 

you’ll see that your firm 

needs it too.”

—Sam K. Allen, Clore Law Group LLC

“With MedMal Navigator, we were able to consolidate 

most of our third-party services that we would  

typically rely on. Now we use this one tool almost daily 

to conduct medical research, legal analysis, case  

assessment and expert searches. Aside from the  

tremendous time savings my firm has realized, we have 

already seen ROI, after just two months of use. The 

tool is that comprehensive and that good.” 
—Sam K. Allen, Clore Law Group LLC

What I like most 
about the database is 
that you can navigate 
through the database 
quickly and efficiently, 
which is important in 
the legal world. This 
database allows you 
to  “get in, get what 
you need, and get out.”
—Associate, New York law firm

From what I can tell, it makes 

available every possible 

resource I might need when 

considering a new case, or 

when preparing a case I’ve 

taken. I found the system to 

be very intuitive. Depth of 

content, ease of use, speed 

of use, accuracy of content … 

I was very impressed with  

this tool and have not seen 

anything like it from a  

competitor.

—Associate, Texas law firm



The intuitive and innovative MedMal NavigatorSM “dashboard” 
interface takes you from initial case intake to trial

“Since we began using MedMal Navigator, we were able to stop using  
our expert locating agencies to locate experts, which cost as much 
 as $1K per search. Now, our primary go-to source is this tool. MedMal 
Navigator finds most of the experts we need and captures their  
background information, which is very helpful. This pod alone has 
saved my firm tremendous time and expense. We’ve already seen 
ROI in two months.” 
—Sam K. Allen, Clore Law Group LLC

By organizing critical content and tools into key task-based areas or “pods” and employing  
leading-edge interactive Q&A technology created with the help of medical professionals,  
MedMal Navigator makes it easy to find the on-point information you need. 

“With the medical  

research pod, I can get 

just the document or 

article I need without 

having to dig through 

pages of Google™  

results or big, expensive 

textbooks. MedMal  

Navigator automatically 

boils the content down 

for me. The cost and 

time savings that the  

medical research pod 

provides is huge.”  

—Sam K. Allen, Clore Law Group LLC

See for yourself what the buzz is all about!  
Learn how MedMal Navigator  
can help your practice. Call 888.253.3901  
or visit www.lexisnexis.com/Raving-Reviews

“Now attorneys can access  

medical research materials in one 

place; even those materials that are 

much harder to find. Attorneys can 

also determine in 20 minutes versus 

20 days if a case worth taking on. This 

tool is a powerful, one-stop solution 

for malpractice attorneys.” 

—Darren W. Dummit; Dummit, Buchholz & Trapp

“I found the value  

assessment, expert  

witness research,  

and party research 

extremely helpful and 

convenient. This provides 

 many useful tools that 

are not offered by other 

companies.”

—Associate, New York law firm 

“The case-value assessment, standard  

of care and medical research features are  

really amazing and put a lot of essential  

information at your fingertips.”

—Small Law firm, Los Angeles 
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